
The Never-Ending Scale
by Dave Haughey

This is an exercise that I've been developing to increase comfort levels and mobility 
through all keys and all positions. I've found that it has helped my shifting consistency, 
upper register mobility,  improvisation, and even sight reading! I've got intermediate 

level students doing this pretty effectively, so you can too!

First, lets take a look at this simple fingering for a 3 octave D major scale. 
Maybe not your favorite fingering, but bear with me! 

I've labeled each set of 3 notes with one of cello's three basic hand shapes:
These labels are inspired by Richard Aaron's scale fingering labels

X= extended shape (whole, whole)

2= Close shape, playing 2nd finger (half, whole)

3= Close shape, playing 3rd  finger (whole,half)



The Concept

The underlying concept of this approach is to think about playing the hand shapes, 
rather than the individual notes. For example, when you see an X, you always play the extended 

hand shape: 1,2,4. 

You can see in the scale you just played that if you play the following hand shapes in succession 
(with no open strings);

X X 2 2 3 3 X

  the result is a 3 octave major scale. 
Well, actually, you're missing the final note... but if you play that final note with a 1st finger, guess 
what? You're at the beginning of the cycle (1st finger on the tonic) again! You could even tack on 

another 3 octaves if you wanted to! It would look like this:

X X X 2 2 3 3 X X X 2 2 3 3

What's that you say? A six octave scale on the cello is impractical? Well, I'm happy to say I've got a 
solution for that! (this is where it gets fun)

In order to keep the scale going, you can drop down an octave from time to time (known as 
octave displacement). You can do this after any completed hand shape by playing first finger 

of the next hand shape in the pattern on the next string down (while staying in the same 
position). You would then continue the pattern from there. 

By following this rule, you can play continually ascending scalar motion without turning around 
to come back down. Here's an example of how it might look:

This is the never-ending scale pattern! 



Some tips:

-Follow your ear! You know what a major scale sounds like! If it doesn't sound like a major scale 
(at least before youstart the octave displacements) then something is wrong!

-Start slow, playing with a drone on the tonic is very helpful as well.
-Memorizing the pattern is a good idea.

-Saying the name of the hand shape you are currently playing helps you not get lost.
-Try to vary the way you move through the pattern. You should have to think!

-Once you're confident ascending, try inverting everything to practice descending (check out the 
rules section if you're confused).

The detailed rules:

 1. NO OPEN STRINGS
 2. Always play all notes in the shape (always 3 notes)
 3. Above fourth or fifth position, the 4th fingers in all the shapes become 3rd fingers and 3rd fingers become 2nd 

fingers. The hand shape names remain the same.
 4. Always stick to the pattern (ie. if you just played the “3” shape twice in a row, you're ALWAYS going to play 

an X next)
 5. After each hand shape played, you have three possible choices to play the next note in the scale. 

 a) Ascending scale
• shift up on the same string 
• shift back and up one string
• don't shift and play first finger on the next string down (drops you down one octave).

 b) Descending scale
• shift down on the same string
• shift forward and down one string
• don't shift and play the fourth finger on the next string up (kicks you up one octave).

 6. X to 2 is weird. 
 a) Normally, when continuing up to the next string, you shift back a whole step. Between X and 2, you shift 

back only a half step.
 b) Normally, when you drop down the octave by staying in the same position, you would play the 1st finger 

in the new hand shape directly across from the first finger in the last hand shape. Between x and 2, your 
first finger in the new shape moves up a half step.

This exercise is useful in the following ways
1. increasing comfort level in upper registers
2. Improvisation
3. Covers every possible note on the instrument in every key, whereas a normal scale only covers one possible 

path through the key
4. Increases mobility between positions.
5. Demonstrates common motions
6. Instills a strong sense of tonal center



Some more useful info, in case you're interested......

scale degrees:             1, 2, 3      4, 5, 6       7, 1, 2        3, 4, 5        6, 7, 1   2, 3, 4     5, 6, 7  

Pattern:       [x x 2 2 3] 3 x
modes:         Ionian        Lydian           Locrian        Phygian        Aeolian   Dorian     Mixolydian


